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THWUGA: As much about us as them

BY THE TECHNIQUE EDITORIAL BOARD

If it’s your first year at Tech—or if you are a University of Georgia student lucky enough to lay eyes on this issue of the Technique—welcome to “To Hell With Georgia,” a very special edition of the “The South’s Liveliest College Newspaper.” In the following pages you will find alcohol, rednecks, farm animals and lots of dawgs.

We members of the Technique are often asked how the tradition of THWUGA began. Friends say that by producing such a “rag,” we Tech students merely perpetuate unfortunate stereotypes—of Athens students as drunken rednecks and ourselves as geeks with inferiority complexes—that are no longer as true as they once were. The answer to these questions is the same every time; THWUGA is as much about us as it is about our rivals.

Some 100 years ago, the first edition of the Technique published on Nov. 17, 1911, was a four-page paper that focused primarily on the upcoming football contest with Georgia. It predicted, arrogantly and incorrectly, that the Bulldogs would triumph over the Georgia Tech students as drunken rednecks and ourselves as geeks with inferiority complexes—that are no longer as true as they once were. The answer to these questions is the same every time; THWUGA is as much about us as it is about our rivals.

But do remember: this issue is just as much about you, me and Ma Tech, as it is about UGA. It is these roots that we as a present day Technique came into being. It is these roots that we as a staff honor when we produce “To Hell With Georgia.”

Over the years, the Technique has produced various issues mocking UGA’s daily newspaper, The Red and Black, and the constituency it serves. But it is not the name of the paper or the content within it that matters most to us; it is the tradition embodied in this issue that we hold dear—a tradition of ingenuity and creativity that binds together both the newspaper staff and also the Tech community. While the jokes may tend to be the same, lame or just plain crude, we stay dedicated to the fact of honoring our humble beginnings.

Maintaining high journalistic standards and being the voice of Tech students are the primary concerns of the Technique, but through this special issue, we still keep alive the moniker of “The South’s Liveliest College Newspaper.” So as you flip through these 20 pages, keep in mind it’s all in good humor and meant to make you smile.

But do remember: this issue is just as much about you, me and Ma Tech, as it is about UGA. The joke is not just about us, it’s about our rival. From these “modest” roots, the humor and meant to make you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed creating it.

We hope you enjoy reading it as much as we enjoyed creating it. We are thankful and proud to be a Jacket.

Scholarship awarded to Butler for highest recorded BAC

BY AHMED ADOODIE

Plumbing Intern

Freshman Early Education major Joey Butler was selected as the inaugural recipient of UGA’s newly established BACchus Scholarship.

The scholarship, which is named after the Roman God of Wine, will be awarded any time an undergraduate student can successfully break the university’s current Blood Alcohol Concentration record.

“You see what we did there, right?” said Shawn Ndgus, the very self-impressed scholarship founder and former Board of Trustees member. “We carefully worked the letters BAC into the name of the scholarship.”

The scholarship is unique in that it requires no written application of any kind and in that it requires no written application of any kind and in that it does not pay for any academic or institution related fees. Funds can only be used to cover alcohol related medical and legal fees.

“We really spotted Joey as an early candidate for what we know will quickly become one of this university’s most prestigious scholarships,” Bob said. “He’s a prodigy of sorts, like his ability to add two digit numbers together. He really is just outstanding.”

Upon being accepted into UGA’s honors program and arriving to Athens early, it became clear to the scholarship’s board members that Butler was going to be a potential applicant.

“Almost immediately I saw my BAC scores outpacing my classroom grades. On my first night out downtown I recorded a .50 BAC,” Butler said.

However, Butler’s big break came later.

“My record-breaking .67 came during an all-night study session with me and my friends. It was a night unlike any other. I imagined,” Butler said. I really don’t remember much about that night, or my time here in Athens, now that I think about it.”

In the future Butler intends to continue his “higher” education by passing the bar exam. Butler wanted to make clear that he was referring to Coors’ Lights’ new blue “super cold” stripe, not the more commonly mistaken law exam.

Tongue & Groove Salutes the Greeks

Available for 18 & Up Date Parties, Mixers, and Private Events

Contact Donna at 404.261.2325
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565 MAIN STREET
ATLANTA, GA 30324
(LINDBERG CITY CENTER)

DOORS OPEN AT 9PM
VALET & Self PARKING AVAILABLE
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U[sic]GA students drop out to work in nearby fields

BY BRUTON GASTER
Pet Sitter

Due to a greater drop in GPA across campus, a growing number of U[sic]GA students are abandoning their college educations to pursue careers in farm labor. These students have chosen ranching as an alternative to the demands of higher education.

“My schedule for this semester showed that I had to take Algebra 1, and once I figured out what Algebra was, I knew this wasn’t the place for me,” said Jack Potts, a former U[sic]GA student currently tending to livestock and crops at the Old Dog ranch. “I’ve learned more out here on the farm in the past week, like counting farm eggs, than I probably would have learned at U[sic]GA in a year anyway. Why, there are 14 eggs in a dozen—who knew?”

Like many students before him, Potts found U[sic]GA core classes such as Addition and Introduction to Reading challenging. He considers his home on the range more rewarding than his time spent in one of the two lecture halls of Athens, despite harrowing conditions in the country.

“The weather’s getting colder this time of year and soon the farm will be covered in ice and snow, but it still beats taking History of Chairs back at U[sic]GA. I probably would have had to take it pass/fail too,” said Hayden Seek, a farmhand at Old Dog ranch.

“Physical education was my favorite subject in school…well, it was the only subject I didn’t fail, anyway. But I’ve finally found my calling,” said Beau Vine, a U[sic]GA student who plans to move into farming the spring.

U[sic]GA engineering program tops national rankings

BY GHEE BUTTHERSNAPS
Office Plumber

U[sic]GA’s newest engineering majors were ranked top of their respective categories in last week’s annual release of the US News and World Rankings.

These included big truck, trail-er and tractor engineering; deer stand construction; beer-pong table engineering (BPTE); and fe-
cal utility, creation, and usage in Georgia engineering, all of which were ranked number one.

“I’m not surprised at all,” said Eric Shun, Dean of U[sic]GA College of Engineering. “The students managed to open their textbooks this semester, a breakthrough achievement that cannot go un-
recognized.”

“It’s incredible to be around such geniuses all the time,” said Ben Dryken, a second-year BPTE major. “At U[sic]GA, we invent the future technologies that are used in our fields.”

The engineering school even offers undergraduate opportunities for students in the fall, spring, and summer semesters.

“I got into engineering in or-
der to help people,” says Aaron White, a fourth-year Football Stadi-
um Gimmick Engineer, whose research focuses on hedge bushes.

“Not many people know how easy it is for someone to get stuck in a hedge these days, but with my de-
gree, I’ll be able to help find new and better ways to get them out.”

The report did not rank the new programs in mechanical, electrical or civil engineering, due to a lack of enrollment in these respective disciplines.

“We do what we find to be most important to the U[sic]GA community, and ain’t no one else who’s on our level,” said Hugh Ja-

nus, Dean of Students.

The move also signaled greater motivation for the student body, especially since its demotion from the number one party school.

“I’m just glad there’s some-
thing we’re good at,” said Lowe Jack, a third-year arts and crafts major, ironically.

Due to a greater drop in GPA across campus, a growing number of U[sic]GA students are abandoning their college educations to pursue careers in farm labor. These students have chosen ranching as an alternative to the demands of higher education.

“Physical education was my favorite subject in school…well, it was the only subject I didn’t fail, anyway. But I’ve finally found my calling,” said Beau Vine, a U[sic]GA student who plans to move into farming the spring.

Mike Rotch, a former seventh-year lawn-mowing major, left col-
lege to pursue a lucrative career in farming and caring for cows.
Major league commitment to Georgia Tech baseball

Mark Teixeira’s heart is as big as his swing. One of the most heralded baseball players in Yellow Jacket history, Teixeira, Class of 2002, made a commitment in 2009 that will fully endow a baseball scholarship at Georgia Tech.

With his commitment, the power-hitting first baseman of the 2009 World Series champion New York Yankees established the Mark C. Teixeira Athletic Scholarship Fund, which provides a significant boost to the baseball program and brings Georgia Tech one step closer to reaching its goal of fully endowing all athletic scholarships.

A Yellow Jacket standout with a career batting average of .409, Teixeira was also an outstanding student who received first-team All-America honors. He was named the national freshman of the year in 1999 and national college player of the year in 2000. “One of the reasons I came here was that I had a full scholarship,” he recalled. “This gift was a no-brainer, now that I am in a position to do something significant.”

Having reached the highest echelon of professional sports, he is excited about making a difference for Tech baseball. “I hope that my gift will help the program become even more competitive, which in turn helps the entire athletics program and the Institute,” said Teixeira, smiling. “Maybe we’ll even produce a couple more first-round draft picks.”

Phилanthropy at Work

Kurt S. Nelson Residence Hall

In November 2008, the Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia approved the naming of a residence hall in recognition of a Georgia Tech alumnus whose philanthropy will have a significant impact on the Institute.

Forming the west wing of the Undergraduate Living Center, the Kurt S. Nelson Residence Hall was a prototype for the Olympic residences constructed to house athletes competing in the 1996 Centennial Games. Today, the facility houses 228 students in apartment-style spaces and multi-bedroom suites.

Kurt S. Nelson, CE 1971, made a generous estate provision for Georgia Tech that will provide unrestricted endowment support to the Institute and establish an endowment for need-based undergraduate scholarships, at least one of which will be reserved for an out-of-state student. His support for Tech students will be felt for generations to come, and his legacy will be honored through the building that bears his name.

Phlicampus Georgia Tech is a 61.5 billion effort to enable Georgia Tech to define the technological research university of the twenty-first century.

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Wayne K. Li

James L. Oliver Professor of the Practice

In early 2011, Wayne K. Li was appointed the first James L. Oliver Professor of the Practice in Design in the College of Architecture’s School of Industrial Design. A joint position between the Colleges of Architecture and Engineering, the professorship enables Li to advance interdisciplinary design at Georgia Tech and lead joint teaching initiatives in mechanical engineering and industrial design. It’s career spans management, product design, and mechanical engineering in the transportation and home décor sectors, as well as design education at Stanford University.

Augmenting the work of Georgia Tech’s world-class, tenure-track faculty members, Professors of the Practice constitute a select group of seasoned professionals who offer students a real-world, hands-on perspective of the industries they represent.

James L. Oliver II, ID 1965, ME 1967, is the founder and president of Arv Industries, which specializes in the design, development, and production of mobile satellite antenna/positioner systems. Oliver has made a gift to his alma mater every year since his graduation. Alumni participation—commensurate with one’s means—is critical to building the Institute’s philanthropic base.
Mascot hospitalized after attempt to find true love

BY AL COHOLIC
Drinking Master

Russ, the interim mascot after Uga VIII passed away, was hospitalized this week after attempting to mate with several of the stone bulldog statues that habituate the downtown Athens sidewalks.

However, this isn’t the first time the statues have been Philandered, as the norm of statutory malfeasances occur at the hands of drunken fraternity members - not the school’s beloved mascot. “Yeah, we like to go out on Friday nights and just take a swing at them dogs,” said Ben Dover, a ninth-year animal husbandry major. “It’s just an expression of love that we have for Uga.”

Russ’s owners and many UgaGA fans were, in turn, outraged when they heard the news that Russ was attempting to stray from his inbreeding roots.

“Both the school and our mascots have a strong heritage of in-breeding. That our mascot tried to stray from his own blood is too ‘forward thinking,’” said Ray Lee, one of the many fans who has no real affiliation to UgaGA.

“Russ is suffering from what we call a fractured phallus,” said Al Kaholic, Dean of the College of Veterinary Medicine. “We’ve only practiced the risky procedure on students, so it is risky for Russ.”

Dean of the College of Animal Psychology Gene Poole also weighed in his opinion, noting that it would be much easier to get information on this situation than it is when usually trying to gather information and motive from intoxicated college students.

“We think Russ rebelled from his caretakers, who have always showed him overwhelming affection, by literally choosing to try to mate with stone cold bitches,” Poole said.

The veterinarians who operated on Russ are expecting a full and expedient recovery for the mascot. Even so, students held a candle-light vigil outside of the veterinary hospital as they chant ed “THWUga” (Try Healing Well U Good Animal) into the early hours of morning.

“I feel that my ability to color both outside and, sometimes if I try with all my heart, inside the lines will allow me to perform this surgery well,” said Harry Weener, the lead assistant “surgeon,” who felt confident that the dog was in good hands.

Interested in writing, photography, design or advertising?
Join the Technique to get the chance to discover all aspects of campus! Weekly staff meetings Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in Flag Building Rm. 137

www.nique.net
Piping profits

Extra alcohol revenue should go to extra alcohol

Recently, Georgia residents voted to legalize the sale of alcohol on Sundays, a decision that the Athens community is well-aware and very much in support of. Liquor store owners are celebrating, grocery stores are remodeling their beer aisles and many campus churches are even considering adding bottle service to their sermons.

But, while these changes are a step in the right direction, they really just don’t go far enough. It’s nice that we don’t have to go to Mass anymore to get our crunk on Sunday mornings, but it’s still far too difficult to get a dose of hair-of-the-dog in Athens after a week night of heavy drinking.

It’s for this reason that we propose the Liquor Board of Athens reincorporate itself as a public utility. Other necessities like water, heating and natural gas are provided all around town, so why can’t our booze come that way as well? We propose the Board lay down piping to deliver grain alcohol to faucets and fountains around Athens. We know the Board has more than enough money for it (particularly with the extra tax revenue from Sunday sales), and we’d like to see them use it for the good of their citizenry.

Of course, there will be some resistance from the minority of teetotalers on campus, but really, who cares about them? Besides, the Board can also put in piping for lighter options, (like vodka) to satisfy the Baptists in town.

It’s a disgrace to our school and our town that it is so difficult to get the steady buzz required to tolerate life in Athens. Even when shortages at the liquor stores around campus don’t limit students to the scandalously low three bottles per day, the time it takes to walk to the store is intolerable. Package stores are disturbingly un-common in Athens, with students having to walk an average of three blocks from their apartments or dorms. It’s high time Athens did something to change that.

The Consensus Opinion reflects the majority opinion of the Editorial Board of the Technique, but not necessarily the opinions of individual editors.

TECHNIQUE EDITORIAL BOARD
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— Michael Adams
Boozey icon perfect for Campus Life

This semester, we’re looking at hiring a new Director of Drunkenness (a position previously known as the Director of Campus Life) and I think I have the perfect candidate for the job.

You know what makes everything more fun? Rum. Lots of it. So what I say is, cut the middle man out! My candidate is distinguished. He has poise and grace. He’s got phenomenal leadership experience. He’s got great fashion taste.

He’s got a little Cap’n in him.

That’s right, I think the administration could use a bit of Victorian piracy in their midst. As such, I am throwing my support behind Captain Morgan, and I suggest you do too. I mean, think about it. We all love rum. We all love booty. To lead our campus spirit, why not choose a man who’s an expert with both?

The Captain even already has the UGA salute down pat. For some reason, people seem to believe that the Captain’s signature leg-in-the-air move is him putting his leg on a barrel. Really? Come one people, he’s clearly lifting his leg after a night of hard boozing, preparing to mark his territory all over a drunken sorority girl’s leg. Just like UGA would want.

Other candidates could be considered too, but they all have qualities that just don’t fit with campus. Jack Daniels would fit in perfectly with U[Sic]GA’s southern roots, but he’s got a bit too much of the “high class” southernisms in him. Too many mint juleps and southern belles, not enough shotgun weddings and mud tires, you know?

Then there’s Jose Cuervo, who’s already shown his support for our university by sponsoring our Homecoming last month (for details, see our previous articles, “State of Georgia sells out of Plan B,” and “U[Sic] GA students, faculty break record for most arrests in one night.”) SGA, however, ended his candidacy over fears that he was an illegal immigrant. So, I hope you’ll all join me in supporting this wonderful Caribbean man as he leads us into a long tenure of black-outs, drunken orgies and trips to the emergency room. U[Sic] GA has a reputation to protect, and the Captain is just the man to help protect it.

Real housewife makes for real good PR

While Athens cannot claim NeNe Leakes as a born-native, she has called our industry-leading hood home for most of her childhood and adulthood.

And, in light of her recent successes on the magic glowing box, I am proud to hear that Mrs. Leakes will head the Public Relations Department for UGA. Her unparalleled skills in communication, conflict resolution and grace make her the immediate and obvious choice for the recently vacated position.

As many of you know, the position recently became available after John Smith, UGA ’00 Exercise Science, passed away after complications from heart disease, diabetes, thyroid inflammation and high blood pressure. NeNe will have to fill in Smith’s sizeable shoes and office chair butt-depression, all tasks she is more than capable of doing. While Smith held his position with poise, dignity and gravity, Leakes is certain to add some sass.

Hopefully, in her time at U[Sic]GA, Leakes will borrow from her skills displayed on Real Housewives of Atlanta. Public Relations shares so much with housewife politics, so her time here should be as beneficial to the school as it is entertaining for the students to watch.

In particular, Leakes’ gossip skills should more than come in handy. Ninety-five percent of university relations is just making other schools look as skanky as possible…

Peedma Pants
Bladder Control Editor

“We all love rum. We all love booty. To lead our campus spirit, why not choose a man who’s an expert with both?”

Lou Kitt hat
Staff Moonshine Provider

“Ninety-five percent of university relations is just making other schools look as skanky as possible…”

So, I hope you’ll all join me in supporting this wonderful Caribbean man as he leads us into a long tenure of black-outs, drunken orgies and trips to the emergency room. U[Sic] GA has a reputation to protect, and the Captain is just the man to help protect it.

“What’s your favorite iPhone app?

Tweak Tweakenson
Second-year Fast Food Mgt
“10,000 Farts, Deluxe Edition”

Enda Middle
Third-year Butterfly Collecting
“iPhone Fart Machine”

Cris P Creme
Eighth-year Beer Pong
“iFart”

Dill Weed
Third-year Slacking
“The Acme Fart Factory”
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Around Campus
The University of Georgia Library in Athens, Georgia has unfortunately come upon hard times. The library, which has been historically the best place to get (free!) popular coloring books, has run out of uncolored books. Their shelves, which are always stocked with coloring books ranging from Elmo and Zoe’s Alphabet (which is a phenomenal coloring book, by the way) to the ever popular Dora the Explorer Coloring Book, have gone barren.

This is an absolute outrage. These are the books we use to learn important things like the alphabet and how to color in between the lines. How can we be expected to be ready for life after college without them?

Unfortunately, past students have colored in every single page, leaving no reason for the students to visit the library anymore. It’s so sad to see the faces of students as they come by, wistfully looking to gain more knowledge through the books previously offered in our library, only to find that there were none to be found.

Thankfully, the university’s librarians have already taken action and ordered huge shipments of new coloring books. That said, it’s just disgraceful that the shortage was allowed in the first place. What would have happened if a professor had assigned coloring a page for homework? Students could have just gone to the library, found the appropriate book and torn the page right out, getting credit for some other student’s work. How will we ever be able to find out which students got credit for coloring inside the lines without earning it? Our university’s reputation is at stake.

In the meantime, librarians have recommended students explore actually reading books. Seriously? We didn’t come here to read, we came to learn! How are we supposed to learn from reading books? There ain’t nothing in them but a bunch of funny squiggles. How are we supposed to learn from squiggles? All in all, it just smacks of librarians passing the buck.

“Unfortunately, past students have colored in every single page, leaving no reason for the students to visit the library anymore.”

Cray Yawn
Registrar

---

**OUR VIEWS Hot or Not**

**HOT or NOT**

- Sheep
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two hundred fifty six thousand nine hundred minutes. how do you measure when graduation’s so near?

CULC... u no have more seats? Where is Buzz? I don’t see him anymore Typewriter guy too... I want lecture crashed Does anyone else not like the “Trippy” song? ALL THE WAY TURNT UP still takes the cake Using a management book as a mousepad, its only real use. tell me to move my car, have ZERO empty spots, make me move it back by 8AM? thank you, parking. Let’s play the nickname game with attaochu. I’ll start: Jeremiah Attacksyu. Can we petition to not be ranked? We play better that way. why is the turnaround time on getting slivers published so long? Thanks to all for not helping me up, esp the guy who came up saying “You should be more careful” - the girl who kissed the pavement outside Klaus Info desk and GSM girl mad that our slivers didn’t make the technique!!!

Making an appointment at STAMPS is confusing, if not impossible, when done online. the nique mixed last week’s crossword clues with a new board. thanks guys. Only 1% of the students run the Technique. I am the 99% foc-up technique community is an amazing show! Is sliver guy actually a guy or a girl? $5 for an official transcript?! Get so real gatech This is what avoiding work looks like for me. I can’t stand how much you work. I’d give anything for you to be as lazy as you were before we started dating. Slivering about slivering... Meta-slivering as it is. My prof who likes to go on about loyalty just threw me under the bus...for a prospective student Cae the declining GPA... #damnyoumodernwarfare3 UNLEASH THE ULTIMATE
Library burns down, students unaware for weeks

BY HARRY WACKER
A ChR Bro

The university[sic] of Georgia’s official school library has been discovered burned to the ground, sources report.

Stacy Spears, a third-year Sex Education major, was the first to spot the aftermath of the fire. She claims that on her walk between classes Tuesday afternoon, she unusually looked to the right, and what she saw surprised her.

“At first I thought it was, like, an old campfire or something,” Stacy recounted. “But then I thought it was way too big.” Further investigation revealed the site was once the university’s only library. Campus police chief Bill Paxton had the following to say.

“Evidence suggests the fire started as recently as twelve weeks ago, and probably lasted four or five days before burning out. But we just don’t know,” he said.

“In an effort to attract interest in its fledgling engineering program, the university[has] announced its plans to change its domain name from “uga.edu” to “techrejects.com.”

“After consulting with our marketing department, we’ve decided that this is the best plan to attract those students in our core demographic,” said Chi Spurger, Director of the Computers Office.

All University websites will switch their web addresses in July, 2012, although the “uga.edu” domains will redirect to their “techrejects.com” equivalent through the end of the year.
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“We've got some other things to do first,” he said. “But we'll get to it.”

“The destruction of the library went unnoticed for over twelve weeks. U[sic]GA officials plan to conduct an investigation soon. "We were having difficulty developing the redirection method until one of our technicians called hearing something about the Internet being a series of tubes," Spurger said.

“T’s when we hit on our current solution: we’ve strung hamster tubes between the two sets of servers and will have the little guys delivering the packets. Of course, we can’t have them do that indefinitely — that would be ridiculous,” Spurger said.

Faculty of the engineering school were pleased with the decision, thanking the University for its flexibility and innovation.
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To hell with Georgia!
Hell with Georgia!
New mascot chosen

ASH WHOLE
Nickelback Fan

After yet another alcohol-related death of pug Uga, U[sic]GA has finally decided to adopt a cat for their new mascot. The decision was finally made after months of grueling calculations by top researchers.

"Preliminary tests showed that cats had a higher tolerance to specific high-class beers like Kentucky Straight Bourbon than dogs. However, due to budget cuts and extraordinary expenditure on coloring books for the library, the university[sic] does not have money for a pure bred cat. "It would be great to get a lion or tiger, or liger but we might have to settle for a cat," Burns said.

When asked whether mascot replacement will be present at the upcoming Tech game, Dick Burns and the Administration yelled a string of profanities and smashed beer bottles against the wall before sobbing and leaving the room.

"We have yet to test the animals on specific high-class beers like Kentucky Straight Bourbon, but the results have been promising," said eighth-year University Mascot Administrator Guy Dick Burns.

Unable to dispute with science or construct coherent arguments while intoxicated, the athletic department consented to make plans to change the mascot to better embody the drinking spirit of the school.

"As soon as this hangover passes, we'll find ourselves a stupid cat the school," said Athletic Mascot es, we'll find ourselves a stupid cat the school.

"Science" has once again determined the superior species for resistance to alcohol, nine lives means nine times the alcohol.

"It’s crucial we get our students into a real life work setting where they can grow their skills and truly see what their U[sic]GA degree can get them in the long run," said Bea Yatch, the Super Senior Supervisor of Semi-Professional Affairs, during an interview about the Walmart Greeter Co-Op that U[sic]GA recently introduced.

"The program, establish this past semester, hopes to better assist students into the rigorous workplace environment they will enter upon graduating.

Bill McDonald, A U[sic]GA alumni who was been with Walmart Greeters Associate for five decades now, first presented the program to the SSSSP after realizing just how many of his fellow alumni share the same career.

"The job has a lot more intricacies than can be taught in the standard four hour training course; each wave and smile you develop is a portal into the costumer’s soul and requires immeasurable finesse to perfect," McDonald said.

"McDonald himself will be taking several students on his broad wings of experience.

Students will endure three semesters of rigorous work experience. The first semester is spent taking introductory classes in hygiene, neglecting, unsettling smiles, and awkward body posture, while conducting observational research of current greeters.

The next two semesters are spent as an apprentice to a certified master greeter. During this time, students cultivate their talents and let their careers with the Walmart blossom.

A major advantage for the program is that it is open to not just majors at U[sic]GA; the course work of any major should properly prepare a student for this high-paying entry level position at the worlds largest company.

Many worry that the position might become monotonous or unfulfilling, to which McDon-ald responds, "I've been at this over fifty years, and have yet to come to work sober," a perfect fit for the UGA grad.

\[Image\]

"I wonder how long I can go without showering before my girlfriend notices. I'm so afraid of finals I'm not even excited for holiday break indian girl in the culc looking at magic cards on cockatrice, will you please be my girlfriend?"

"I love the smell of warmth! Thanksgiving."

U[sic]GA Students rejoice: Alcohol now sold on Sunday

BY HUMPTY DUMBROWSKI
Sesame Street Enthusiast

Wild celebrations filled Athens’ streets last week as the new law passed; liquor sales are now allowed on Sundays in Georgia.

"Now I can buy my some li- quor on the way to church," said Anita Drank, a sixth-year Sanitation Engineering major.

On subsequent Sundays, tax revenues from liquor soared.

"It was just so difficult to re-member to pick up my liquor on Saturday nights, or whatever I bought would be gone by Sunday morning," said Al Ccoholic a third-year Custodial Practices major.

"Science" has once again determined the superior species for resistance to alcohol, nine lives means nine times the alcohol.

"As soon as this hangover pass-es, we'll find ourselves a stupid cat the school."

"Today, November 22, 2011 • To Hell With Georgia
Nickelback Fan"

"On Sundays the entire town screeched to a halt, Waffle Houses were empty at night," said Dons-tald Stump, a third-year Coloring major, "it was like a sight from 28 Days Later."

"This was the renovation Sun-days needed," said Harris Huck, Director of Student Morale. He feels that U[sic]GA will now have the fuel and motivation it needs to keep producing such fine up-standing citizens. "Now that I can buy alcohol on Sunday’s I don’t need to drink mouthwash," Huck said.

"Preliminary tests showed that cats had a higher tolerance to specific high-class beers like Kentucky Straight Bourbon, but the results have been promising," said eighth-year University Mascot Administrator Guy Dick Burns.

"It’s crucial we get our students into a real life work setting where they can grow their skills and truly see what their U[sic]GA degree can get them in the long run," said Bea Yatch, the Super Senior Supervisor of Semi-Professional Affairs, during an interview about the Walmart Greeter Co-Op that U[sic]GA recently introduced.

"The program, establish this past semester, hopes to better assist students into the rigorous workplace environment they will enter upon graduating.

Bill McDonald, A U[sic]GA alumni who was been with Walmart Greeters Associate for five decades now, first presented the program to the SSSSP after realizing just how many of his fellow alumni share the same career.

"The job has a lot more intricacies than can be taught in the standard four hour training course; each wave and smile you develop is a portal into the costumer’s soul and requires immeasurable finesse to perfect," McDonald said.

"McDonald himself will be taking several students on his broad wings of experience.

Students will endure three semesters of rigorous work experience. The first semester is spent taking introductory classes in hygiene, neglecting, unsettling smiles, and awkward body posture, while conducting observational research of current greeters.

The next two semesters are spent as an apprentice to a certified master greeter. During this time, students cultivate their talents and let their careers with the Walmart blossom.

A major advantage for the program is that it is open to not just majors at U[sic]GA; the course work of any major should properly prepare a student for this high-paying entry level position at the worlds largest company.

Many worry that the position might become monotonous or unfulfilling, to which McDon-ald responds, "I’ve been at this over fifty years, and have yet to come to work sober," a perfect fit for the UGA grad.
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Twelve hot ideas for dating your cousin in Athens

1. The Free Clinic
   Nothing says “I love you, cousin” like knowing your status before any amorous activities actually occur. Tests usually involve swapping the cheek. If all goes well—and even if it does not—your bravery will be awarded with an U[sic]GA themed lollipop and condoms! Just make sure not to get the two confused. For an added bonus, try to swing some medical Mary Jane to perfect the mood!

2. A Bar
   There are no shortages of bars in Athens. If you want to contribute to the alcoholism problem, and have fun, this is a no-brainer. Not only will the alcohol make you runnier and smarter, it will make your cousin even more attractive than before (as if that were possible). A few drinks in your cousin’s system will make scoring a home run easier than receiving a degree from U[sic]GA.

3. Jerry Springer
   If you happen to find yourself in Connecticut, be sure to take your cousin to The Jerry Springer Show. Tickets are free, and you all can laugh at the all the dysfunctional guests on stage. Guests usually consist of people with low I.Q.s who are sleeping with their family members so you should both feel right at home. You might even make friends with another couple!

4. The Family Farm
   Nothing is more relaxing than going back to your roots. Spend some quality time with the rest of your fine looking family back on the ranch. Ma and Pa will love having your cousin on the ranch. Ma will love your date, and there will be no uncomfortable introductions since you practically shared the same crib as your cousin. Be sure to steer clear from the livestock. You don’t want to ruin the moment by running into an ex.

5. Your Trailer
   This is the perfect time to show off your new double wide in the hopes of getting lucky. Nothing screams “classy” like rotating the tires of your house and pumping your sewage before a big date. Make sure everything is nice and tidy and remove all family photos from the bedroom before the magic happens, though. You can be used to reflect your every craziest to hit elementary school campuses across the nation — SillyBandz.

6. Rubber Band Connoisseur
   As most college students rave over fancy gadgets like mechanical pencil and can openers, they are missing out on one of the biggest crazes to hit elementary school campuses across the nation — SillyBandz.

7. SillyBandz take U[sic]GA by storm
   I wore SillyBandz in the shape of golden arches to my big interview for a full-time custodial position at McDonald’s, and I got the job as soon as I walked in,” said Stu Padasso, an eighth-year monkey bar major. “I was worried my degree wouldn’t get me where I wanted to go, but the SillyBandz made all the difference.”

8. The bright colors also dazzle SillyBandz fans for hours on end.
   “I started studying for my turf management class last night, but I ended up staring at the colorfulness of my SillyBandz for 15 hours,” said Mike Rotch, an un-declared fifth-year. “It was a bi-zarre, yet totally enlightening, experience.”

9. SillyBandz can be used in career-building opportunities.
   “I can use SillyBandz to reflect my every emotion at any moment. Get an urge to make out with Uga? Get bulldog-shaped SillyBandz.

10. Rubber Band Connoisseur
    Rubber bracelets shaped into every shape imaginable, from simple things like beer bottles to fancy things like squares. SillyBandz can be used to reflect your every emotion in the bedroom.

11. As you pass the works, note the reflection. Rubber bands and the universe will never be the same.
    “It was so hard. I wanted to make a paper airplane. Sometimes I forgot what I was doing, so I had to start over. And then sometimes I forgot what I was doing and made a paper airplane. But now it’s worth it so everyone can see what I done did. I’m real proud of it!”

12. Goode compliments his students. “They colored them pictures real nice. They worked hard and now they can enjoy their work.”
    Goode’s student/grandaughter/cousin-two-removed echoed these sentiments. “It was real hard. I spilt beer on a bunch of ’em, so I had to start over. And then sometimes I forgot what I was doing and made a paper airplane. But now it’s worth it so everyone can see what I done did. I’m real proud of it!”

13. Tate Center to host cool art
    The College of Arts and Sciences will be hosting their semesterly art show in the Tate Student Centers. For the next two weeks, the art show in the Tate Student Centers will be hosting their semesterly Tate Center to host cool art. Art students’ ability to color in the lines and choose a magnet that complements the piece was a whole.

The bright colors also dazzle SillyBandz fans for hours on end.

14. SillyBandz offer instant fun and hours of deep philosophical reflection. Rubber bands and the universe will never be the same.
Walking Dead to cut costs, shoot U[sic]GA students

BY AMY WINEHOUSE
Aspiring Zombie

AMC’s smash hit zombie drama is heading to U[sic]GA. After being renewed for a third season, the show’s producers announced The Walking Dead would be filming in Athens to cut back on the show’s monstrous production costs.

Rather than hiring hoards of extras, AMC’s production company will be filming U[sic]GA students as they shamble through campus on Sunday mornings. The new setting will save thousands of dollars on set-design and make-up while still capturing the post-apocalyptic scenery and grotesque, nauseating zombie-action the show’s fans have come to expect.

While they definitely look the part, there was some initial concern that U[sic]GA’s student body would not be up to the task of portraying the menacing ‘walkers.’ In the show, zombies viciously attack in packs whenever they detect live prey, requiring greater levels of awareness, coordination, and initiative than the average U[sic]GA student possesses.

Fortunately, one of the production assistants found that they could sufficiently motivate the masses by ‘baiting’ them with packs of Keystone Light and handles of Jägermeister.

There was also some concern about how to incorporate the show’s trademark violence. Initially, the production team planned on using props and flash-blanks, but this approach was abandoned after several tragic accidents during the general audition. Several students were convinced that they had sustained real gunshots wound after actors fired blanks at them. Another student was rushed to the hospital after ingesting most of a plastic severed-arm prop.

In light of these events, most violence will be rendered with CGI during post-production. Although some U[sic]GA officials were mildly concerned that the show might possibly reflect poorly on the university, the reaction form the student body has been unanimously positive.

“I don’t know what they’re so worried about. Zombies are awesome!” said Hugh Jass, a ninth-year communications major.

“We’re going to make sure that the production team is aware of the potential for violence and provide adequate training to ensure the safety of the students,” a university official said.

While the new setting and actors have significantly decreased production costs on the whole, one of the show’s producers described the liquor budget as “staggering.”

Apply to be a Georgia Tech Ambassador!

Our mission is to serve the Georgia Institute of Technology by acting as professional representatives of the school and as official hosts of the Alumni Association. Our vision is to provide a student perspective that helps our guests value their experience and feel closer to Georgia Tech.

Our first information session will be held Tuesday, November 29, 2011. It will be located in the Alumni House Ballroom (190 North Avenue) at 7pm. Come to learn more about our upcoming recruitment!

Applications are due: Friday, January 27, 2012 at 5pm.

First round interviews: February 6-9, 2012.


Any questions can be directed at Meghan Green, Recruitment Chair at meghan.green35@gmail.com, or Maggie Taylor, Assistant Recruitment Chair at maggietaylor125@gmail.com.

Visit our website www.gtambassadors.org for more information!
Maze
Try your best to draw a line from “START” to “END.” Don’t worry if it takes you a couple hours, this maze is HARD.

START

END

Practice Sobriety Test
Color all three of the shapes below without going outside the lines. Make sure to use a crayon!

Trivia Time!
Who should you not marry?
A. Your Sister
B. Your Mother
C. Uga
D. Your Girlfriend

Which will fit in a cookie jar?
A Whale
A Cookie

Sudoku
Fill in the box so that every row and column contains the digits 1 through 1.

CLASSIFIEDS

Real Estate
Six Bedroom Townhouse: Perfect for four, five, or six friends! Lease available starting end of Fall Semester. 6BR/5 full bath, W/D, private parking. Large rooms, wet bar, safe neighborhood, close to campus, and very nice! Two miles from GaTech. Near Howell Mill Kroger. Email gthousing@yahoo.com or call 404-355-9381

Employment/Jobs

!!!Bartending!!!
$250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary.
Age 18+ OK
Training Available.
CALL 800-965-6520 EXT 216

Advertise with us!
Visit nique.net/ads for information

BuzzCard

Spring Semester Promotion

HERE’S THE DEAL
Use your BuzzCard at Barnes & Noble @ GT
between
November 21, 2011 and January 15, 2012
and three lucky winners will win up to a $500 REBATE.*

* Rebate is limited to the amount of the winner’s largest single BuzzCard purchase (before sales tax). Rebate will be deposited to the winner’s BuzzCard Accounts on or before January 20, 2012. Winner will be notified by Georgia Tech e-mail. No receipt required to claim prize.
Change from Gatorade aids team

BY AVA GYNA
Neanderthal

A report released by the NCAA earlier this month revealed important changes made to the Dawgs’ football team. According to the report, the team’s performance can be attributed to a simple but significant change in its game strategy.

Head coach Helen Hunt made the decision earlier this season to switch the team from Gatorade to Miller High Life, a popular Athens beer. Players reacted well to the change. “It’s a lot easier to take a hit during the game, and we can practice longer and harder,” said elementary running backs Isaiah Crowell and Aaron White.

“Coach Hunt explained that the drinking party that left the entirety of North Campus trash on Saturday night will be pretty minimal,” said Carl Long, the quarterback for the UGA football team.

Fans and alumni immediately praised the decision. “I think Coach Hunt made one of the smartest decisions in college football,” said Matt Tress, the quarterback for the UGA football team.

“All our guys kept getting arrested as they had to wait until after practice to get drunk, and they usually ended up driving afterwards. Now we just get so drunk during practice that we just stagger out of Sanford Stadium onto the streets,” said Rick Shaw, the running back.

Surprisingly, a handful of football players came out in support of the move. “We have yet to decide whether the NCAA will take action against the UGA football team for its actions,” said Athletic Director Greg McGarity.

“Yeah man, I think [Carl Long and I] could use [the hedge leaves] in some of my hemp—ah, my Turf Management classes,” said freshman running back Isaiah Crowell with a grin.

Committee formed for removal of hedges

BY FAWN DILLMIBALLS
Reverse Cowgirl

The entire Athens community expressed outrage on Thursday when university President Michael Adams announced the formation of an exploratory committee to consider the removal of the iconic hedges in historic Sanford Stadium.

Adams made the decision to form the committee after an incident in UGA’s Homecoming football game against New Mexico State, when senior tight end Aron White fell into the hedges after a touchdown and was unable to extract himself from the leaves and branches while trying to get up.

“I was afraid something like this would happen. We wouldn’t pay our players what we—mean, we wouldn’t hand our players huge scholarships if—mean, umm, we don’t want our student-athletes to get hurt. Yeah, that. So the hedges have to go,” McGarity said.

The entire Athens community expressed outrage on Thursday when university President Michael Adams announced the formation of an exploratory committee to consider the removal of the iconic hedges in historic Sanford Stadium.

The committee was formed on the condition that they would be able to keep parts of the hedges after they were removed.

“Yeah man, I think [Carlton Thomas and I] could use [the hedge leaves] in some of my hemp—ah, my Turf Management classes,” said freshman running back Isaiah Crowell with a grin.

The Woodruff School’s annual Harold W. Gegenheimer Lecture

“The Overlooked Innovation”

This year’s lecture will be given by:
Mr. John G. Voeller (BME 1971)
Chief Knowledge Officer and Chief Technology Officer for Black & Veatch and ASME White House Fellow

Plus, this lecture is followed by the innovative event of the semester, the Capstone Expo, from 6 to 8 p.m. in the Clough Commons Atrium. Come see student inventions and innovation!

• Thursday, December 8, 2011
• 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
• To be held at the Georgia Tech Ferst Center
• Reception to follow

www.me.gatech.edu
PREDICTION: DAWGZ 21, pussycats 0
Transform Yourself & Transform Others

Role Model
Graduate Students
Fourth Street
Brown

Student
Sophomores
Monteith

Resident Advisor
Community Engagement
Woodruff

Staff
Students
Hall

Peers
Freshman
Juniors

Tradition
Academics
Undergraduate Living Center

Help
Behavior
Personal Development

Leader
Family
Support

Important Information:

* Student Center Theater
  
  * January 19th, 8pm
  * Application deadline
  * Apply online at www.housing.gatech.edu

Information Sessions:

* Student Center Activity Room
  
  * November 17th, 7pm
Most fans had no idea that Helen Hunt had replaced Mark Richt as the head football coach at U[sic]GA. Their coincidental resemblance to each other allowed for a fairly seamless coaching transition.

BY IVANA HAFSECHS

Staff Rider

The Bulldogs’ recent win over Kentucky marked their ninth straight victory and moved their record to 9-2. The biggest reason for the Bulldogs’ winning streak has not been because of their stellar offense or shutdown defense, but because the Bulldogs changed coaches after their week two loss to South Carolina.

It was not a very publicized move, but actress-now-head-coach and Mark Richt look-a-like Helen Hunt has led the Bulldogs for the last nine games.

The U[sic]GA Athletic Department made the move after the Bulldogs lost the game to South Carolina to get a new leader, as well as to not confuse the fan base when someone who did not look like Richt was coaching from the sideline. The move was kept quiet for most of the season until Hunt was spotted in a dress before the game against Kentucky. The fan base was still unsure if the person in the dress was not Richt until they discovered that Hunt had tan lines, something Richt would never let happen.

The move also slipped by ESPN until this past weekend when the news finally broke.

“Georgia has a new football coach? Georgia has a football team? What is football?” said Craig James, ESPN analyst[sic].

Most of the Georgia players were also unsure of the change, but some had growing suspicions after a few weeks under Hunt.

“I knew something was up when Coach came into the locker room and wouldn’t look at us. I also thought it was kind of weird that [she] made us watch Twister or As Good As It Gets before every game,” said Aaron Murray, Georgia quarterback.

“Man, I thought Coach looked a little bit different, but I thought I was just tired from studying for my turf management courses,” said Isaiah Crowell, Georgia running back.

There has been no word yet whether Georgia will renew Hunt’s contract next season or cast her away like Richt, but it seems that U[sic]GA has finally found a serviceable coach for the rest of this season.

BY LOU SWIMMIN

Porn Star

U[sic]GA has garnered absolute respect from the sports community and recognition by the NCAA for their recent prolific performance in a burgeoning collegiate sport: The Walk of Shame.

The Walk has long been a cherished college tradition that has granted fame to many rebellious girls with daddy issues and low self-esteem. A source of hung-over high fives and judgmental stares, this young sport is inspiring the nation’s innocent young ladies to defame and degrade themselves in the most public of atmospheres.

Though many agricultural schools have established impressive pedigrees in this field of competition, no institution in the nation has been nearly as impressive on Saturday morning as the Georgia Bulldogs. The “working girls” of UGA have delivered remarkable performances in each match this season, never failing to arrive in the streets in record-setting numbers.

The Bulldogs are not, however, dependent entirely on sheer quantity of team members, they also maintain an experienced veteran crew that performs well under pressure. Inexperienced rookie streetwalkers are often skittish, possessed by the fear of embarrassment.

Because of this, they typically fail to respect the proper composition, regularly making actual efforts to conceal their drunken actions of the previous evening. Such meager worries do not affect the UGA team, allowing them to strut with pride despite their disheveled appearance and repugnant stench.

Not a shoeless foot, a makeup-smeared face or even a vomit-stained blouse can halt this squad. If the bulldogs continue their current streak of success, the state of Georgia may very well see record-shattering sales of home pregnancy tests, “morning after” pills, and the great catalyst of the event: tequila.
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Join the Technique!

We are always looking for new writers, photographers, and artists.

General staff meetings are held every Tuesday at 7 p.m. in room 137 of the Flag building.

Advertise with us!

Visit nique.net/ads for information

Pizza meetings on Tuesdays

7 p.m., flag building, room 137
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Three young ladies walk back from a wild night partying. This is a common tradition at U[sic]GA that many girls take with pride.
A U[sic]GA player tends to one of the many fields taken care of by the football team. The majority of their time is spent testing their product for sales.

**BY BUSTER CHERRY**

Insect Therapist

In order to fill an open date in the schedule, the Bulldogs have arranged to play the Lil’ Cyclones from the Clarke County Catholic Church Community Youth League (SCYLL) for a game in 2013. "The Lil’ Cyclones have been the division champions of their league for the last three years, due to their ability to develop young talent. U[sic]GA is looking forward to the non-conference matchup that they claim could define their 2013 season.

"We like to schedule opponents that will give us a challenge on the field strategically and physically. These guys may not have the man power our conference does, but they are definitely more intelligent on the field than anyone else we see in our conference. We believe the Lil’ Cyclones play the brand of football that could make this a marquee matchup," said U[sic]GA Athletics Director Greg McGarity.

The Lil’ Cyclones were excited about the matchup as well, not normally getting to play big matchups with college football teams, let alone Division-I teams. Their roster could be the youngest that the Bulldogs play with all of the players ranging from the age of five to seven.

The biggest player on their roster is offensive tackle Justin Butts who stands at three-foot-eight and weighs in at 55 pounds. "I’m happy we get to play with the big kids, we never get to play with the big kids. Football is fun," Butts said.

The teams will open up the season in Labor Day matchup.

---

Turf management major popular among U[sic]GA backs

**BY HEYYWOOD JABLOMEI**

Sexual Instigator

After the recent change to add History of Coloring Books to the core curriculum, several running backs from the U[sic]GA football teams have switched their majors to turf management. The move over was intended to lighten the workload of the players, so they can spend more time focusing on their game.

"I was shocked to hear [the school] added that tough class to the schedule, so I advised that my guys switch majors. We let these young men know, the only time they need to do work is when they have community service hours after serving a sentence in Athens-Clarke County," said Head Coach[sic] Mark Richt.

The major focuses on cultivating agricultural product while also finding a way to market the product of your choice to the greater Athens community.

While Turf Management is still considered a tougher major in Athens, the football players are finding a way to relax and enjoy themselves while they do their work. The course work requires the students to spend a lot of their time practicing their art, but the U[sic]GA players have found the extra workload to be enjoyable. Oddly enough, only the running backs from the team have switched over to the major, while the majority of the team stuck to the Binge Drinking major.

"Yeah man, I [spend a ton of time studying] for this class. I have to measure out grams and stuff and try my stuff to show my customers that my Kush—err, product is top quality," said running back Isaiah Crowell.

Richt has taken note of the boys’ increased time doing work for the major and was not pleased.

"These boys are spending too much time on their studies. They constantly come into practice with red eyes, giggling from spending so much time doing their homework. If this keeps up, I’m going to have to suspend them from the team for spending too much time doing their homework," Richt said.

Richt eventually suspended Crowell among other players for a contest until they stopped studying and got arrested instead.

That could be tough, as the major requires four credit hours to graduate—two more than any other major on campus.